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ALL MJC CERTIFIED PRODUCTS
ARE HARAAM
Our attention has been drawn to the following ‘announcement’ which is being circulated:
Important Announcement from Uucsa!
We the United Ulama Council of South Africa (Uucsa) urge all Muslim consumers to refrain from purchasing all/any
M.J.C certified products! This after the Malaysian Islamic Authority(Jakim) de listed the M.J.C as an international
Halal authority. The M.J.C masquerading as an Ulama body has once again brought disgrace to the Muslim
community. If they failed to conform to international standards then what is the condition of local certified products?
We call on the immediate dismissal of Sheikh Ahmed Sedick who heads the dismal department!
They make millions in Haram boodle yet they fail to use the funds properly to educate those employed to Halaalize
the carrion they certify!
Please people eating Haram affects your Iman as well as rejection of your Salaat !
When will the Muslim community wake up and reject all these Haraam certified products! Who can trust what they
say and do? The international community reject their certification! It is high time locals do the same!
Please share this message with all concerned Muslims.
Sec General
Uucsa,,,,from anode contact

While we agree with the contents of the announcement, we are not its authors. The person
who has issued the announcement should not state the Haqq on the basis of falsehood.
There is no need for attributing the announcement to us (UUCSA). Our stance in this regard
is well-known. We say unequivocally that ALL MJC CERTIFIED PRODUCTS ARE HARAAM.
We therefore fail to understand the logic for using our name for a futile announcement.
Although the announcement is correct, falsehood detracts from its worth. It does not befit
people of the Haqq to adopt devious and cowardly methods when they desire to proclaim
the truth.

